Assistant or Associate Professor of Art

The Gordon College Art Program seeks a tradigital designer with a desire to lead a nationally recognized studio art program into the intersection of visual culture and digital technology. Expertise in Adobe Creative Suite and other digital design platforms is required. Background and familiarity with traditional studio art practice are desired. The position is non-tenure-track and carries the rank of either Assistant or Associate Professor. Salary is commensurate with experience, with a start date of January 2021.

Candidates should be capable of teaching digital design and design theory on a number of platforms to prepare students for design-related careers. Candidates also should be able to teach visual art foundations (such as drawing) and have interest in helping develop our current curriculum to include contemporary theory/practice.

The Gordon College Art Program has full-time and adjunct faculty serving 50+ majors in two main areas of focus: Studio Fine Art and Design. Graduates of our program serve as gallery artists, graphic designers, curators and conservators, illustrators, educators, fashion and interior designers, and landscape architects, among other art-related professions. The program is situated in the newly formed Department of Communication Arts, Theatre, and Art.

The ideal candidate will have:

- an MFA in Design or equivalent professional experience
- an undergraduate degree in studio art, art history, media studies, or a related discipline
- a passion for teaching and mentoring a younger generation of artists and art professionals
- full-time classroom teaching experience
- a commitment to their own studio and scholarly practice or design career
- demonstrated mature Christian faith and strong commitment to the Christian mission of the College
- value for diversity and inclusion as demonstrated in their teaching and scholarship
- creative and collaborative skills that cross departmental and disciplinary boundaries
- interest in and evidence of an interdisciplinary spirit—and passion for participation in the liberal arts tradition
- a spirit of collegiality and sense of humor

Gordon College is recruiting accomplished faculty who demonstrate the ability to combine outstanding scholarship and artistic accomplishments with a passion for teaching and mentoring, and who are dedicated to preparing thoughtful Christian men and women for lives of service and leadership worldwide.
As one of the country’s top liberal arts college within a vibrant Christian community, Gordon is uniquely positioned to lead the conversation at the intersection of faith and cultural engagement. We need designers, artists, and scholars with a depth of understanding and breadth of knowledge, with the desire to be part of the larger conversations in culture.

Interested applicants need to submit a Curriculum Vita that includes the names of three references, a design and/or fine art portfolio, and a letter of application addressing their fit with the Christian mission of Gordon College and the position listed above.

TO APPLY: Please go to http://apply.interfolio.com/75722. Our review of applicants will begin as applications are received and continue until the position is filled.

Gordon College is an equal opportunity employer. Qualified applicants for employment will receive consideration without discrimination on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, or disability.